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At-A-GlanceCompany Nurse teams with 
Claimwire to revolutionize injury claim 

form management in the workers’ 

compensation triage services industry

“My initial vision was of a company that 

would be collecting valuable information and 

removing administrative responsibilities for 

the client and the injured employee. In many 

ways, I was inventing it along the way. The 

Claimwire system was exactly what I was 

looking for.” 

Paul Binsfeld
Founder and CEO of Company Nurse

Company
Company Nurse runs a 24/7/365 triage injury 

hotline staffed by trained telephone triage  

nurses. Clients include self-insured groups, 

pools, carriers, and employers that range  

from Fortune 500 companies to state  

agencies and municipalities

Challenge
Managing large volumes of forms and the 

re-keying of common data across them would 

pull triage nurses away from their high-value 

functions and conflict with the level of service 

the company founder envisioned

Solutions
Claimwire Forms integrated into a custom  

triage management solution

Results
Claimwire powers the forms management 

functionality of the Company Nurse system  

and is incorporated in a recently launched,  

first of its kind SaaS triage management  

solution called Enspiri
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Company Nurse: At the forefront  
of workers’ comp triage

Founded in 1997, Company Nurse was created to 

improve the manual processes and disjointed approaches 

to handling critical data that was common across industry 

solutions at the time.

In the decades that followed, Company Nurse 

combined innovative technology with a proven interview 

methodology to drive down associated costs for their 

customers by 20-30%. By placing Registered Nurses at the 

beginning of the intake process, Company Nurse is able to 

positively influence future claim costs and return-to-work 

timeframes while streamlining the process for the injured 

worker and improving the overall patient experience. 

Simplifying the claims process not only created a more 

efficient workflow, it also allowed Company Nurse 

customers to be more proactive, taking steps earlier in 

the process where decisions have the most impact.

Eliminating administrative burdens 
around workers’ compensation  
forms management

As Company Nurse developed an innovative approach 

that would enable triage hotline nurses to positively 

influence workers’ compensation claims and streamline 

their clients’ workflows, processing the numerous forms 

required and distributing the data to all stakeholders 

remained a challenge.

Claimwire was selected to integrate its form 

management solution based on its ability to automate 

form distribution, reduce administrative overhead, 

and improve data accuracy. This functionality was 

critical to providing the level of performance Company 

Nurse demanded for its clients. The flexible and highly 

configurable nature of Claimwire would also allow 

Company Nurse to tailor forms and workflows to match 

each client’s specific needs.

Only through a highly responsive and collaborative 

approach would Company Nurse and Claimwire be able 

to develop a solution that allowed triage nurses to play 

an active role in driving down costs and impacting the 

patient experience. 

Long-term collaboration with Claimwire

In 1997 Paul Binsfeld, founder and CEO of Company 

Nurse, had a vision for what triage management could be. 

A critical part of that concept involved transforming the 

process for managing and completing the voluminous 

paperwork associated with workers’ compensation claims. 

Burdening nurses with the administrative challenges of 

searching for the correct forms, verifying current versions, 

and re-keying the same information across multiple forms 

not only ran counter to Binsfeld’s vision for Company 

Nurse, it wasn’t viewed as a feasible strategy.

“When I was putting together my business plans, I 

never even considered having nurses and injury care 

coordinators manually complete forms,” Binsfeld recalls. 

“It would be untenable given that we’re talking about 50 

states, each with their own specific forms.” adds John 

Malone, Director of IT at Company Nurse. Binsfeld saw 

an opportunity when he surveyed the state of the industry 

and realized not only was there little automation in place, 

but the importance of the data itself seemed significantly 

undervalued.

“When performing research, I looked at other triage 

companies and was amazed to see that they were doing 

nothing with their data. Capturing, storing, and using data 

to benefit our clients would be critical to the success of our 

business.” With a clear concept in place, and an approach 

that was unique in the industry, Binsfeld sought out a partner 

that could make this part of his vision a reality.
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As Binsfeld was moving forward with the development 

of other portions of the system that would become the 

heart of Company Nurse, finding a workable solution to 

the forms automation requirement remained a challenge. 

“I knew I had to complete forms, and I knew I didn’t have 

the ability to do so. This led to me searching online and 

finding Claimwire.” Steve Schmutz, founder and CEO of 

Claimwire, had designed a solution which fit right into 

Binsfeld’s plan. 

“Paul and I hit it off right away,” Schmutz remembers. “I 

was very intrigued with what he was doing at Company 

Nurse and immediately recognized how our forms 

solution could be an integral part of what he offered.” 

Binsfeld also saw a chance to leverage the Claimwire 

solution. “My initial vision was of a company that would 

be collecting valuable information and removing 

administrative responsibilities for the client and the 

injured employee. In many ways, I was inventing it along 

the way. The Claimwire system was exactly what I was 

looking for.” That began what would eventually become 

a collaboration spanning nearly 20-years.

Claimwire tackles the forms challenge

As work began on integrating Claimwire into the Company 

Nurse solution, both sides quickly realized benefits. 

Schmutz says, “Paul and I started seeing more and more 

ways to improve both his company’s offerings as well as 

Claimwire’s. It’s been rewarding to integrate our ideas into 

his products while simultaneously improving the overall 

capabilities of our own software.” This back and forth, 

with each side pushing the capabilities of the other, led to 

a highly productive iterative approach.

Malone says, “There’s been a significant evolution. Initially 

we were populating and sending out one or two forms. 

Now the system handles dozens of forms including the 

employer’s report, the supervisor’s Employer Accident 

Investigation Form, and each state’s version of the First 

Report of Injury.” Additionally, each client can add custom 

internal forms required to maintain current workflows 

and reporting procedures, leading to potentially dozens 

of forms to manage for each client. Claimwire maintains 

the current versions of every form, and ensures that each 

party completes the correct form at the right time. 

The process of expanding from initially handling just a few 

forms to being able to include a virtually unlimited number 

of standard and custom forms resulted in a system with a 

highly flexible core. This has allowed Company Nurse to 

easily adapt to each client’s unique requirements. Malone 

says, “We don’t struggle at all to deliver what we need to 

deliver to our customers. When they ask whether or not 

we can, the answer is always ‘yes’.” 

When a new client is onboarded, triggers and distribution 

paths for each form are created, removing the tasks of 

preparing and sending multiple emails from the nurses. 

One testament to how well the Claimwire component 

works is that, in most cases, the nurses or injury care 

coordinators operate without being aware of what is 

going on behind the scenes in terms of populating forms 

and distributing them. 

Binsfeld notes, “Most users don’t realize they are using 

the Claimwire service, but they certainly benefit from 

it.” Malone adds, “Because Claimwire works... there’s 

a call and 10 minutes later a completed form is in the 

inbox of designated stakeholders.” With the bulk of the 

workflow logic initially completed during onboarding, 

once configured, nurses simply click a button and don’t 

have to think much about it.

Collaboration inspires  
a new class of solution

Claimwire has helped Company Nurse process hundreds 

of thousands of workers’ compensation-related forms 

and reports for its clients. Binsfeld says, “The system has 
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ABOUT CLAIMWIRE AND ORIGAMI RISK 

With the world’s largest online library of more than 5,000 

state workers’ compensation claim forms, Claimwire has 

fulfilled nearly 11.5 million individual form requests since 

it began operations in 2012. Additionally, Claimwire’s 

unique search engine provides access to more than 7,000 

federal and state laws and regulations, and its online portal 

facilitates workers’ compensation claim reporting in all 50 

states. In December 2016, Claimwire was acquired by 

Origami Risk.

Origami Risk provides intuitive web-based software that 

streamlines how risk, insurance and claims data are 

collected, analyzed and shared—ultimately helping users 

to be more productive and manage the total cost of risk for 

their organizations or for their clients. The firm’s industry-

leading Risk Management Information System (RMIS), 

Claims Management System and Policy Management 

System offer speed, flexibility, automation, data import 

and export tools, claims management tools, analysis and 

reporting tools.
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certainly been instrumental for customers in managing 

claims and helping their employees.” The innovative nature 

of the Company Nurse solution has not gone unnoticed. 

Binsfeld was recognized by the Business School Lausanne 

in 2012 with the Hall of Fame Innovator Award for creating 

a niche segment in the workers’ compensation industry 

that did not exist prior.

In 2016 Company Nurse launched Enspiri—a first-to-

market SaaS solution for workers’ compensation nurse 

triage management. This cloud solution, which also 

integrates Claimwire’s form handling functionality, 

benefits significantly from the long-term collaborative 

development partnership established over the years. 

Enspiri offers a comprehensive turnkey solution that 

allows other triage companies to reduce costs, provide 

better service to injured workers, and improve the overall 

claim-handling process.

Since initially collaborating nearly two decades ago to 

bring to life Binsfeld’s vision for transforming the triage 

claims management industry, then through the rise of 

Company Nurse as a unique technological leader in the 

industry, and, finally, to the emergence of Enspiri as a next-

generation solution, Claimwire has played an important 

role in that journey. While the results have been highly 

successful for both sides thus far, Schmutz is most excited 

about what still lies ahead. “It’s awesome to think about all 

that we’ve done together, but even more exciting to think 

about the next project, and the next one after that.”

https://www.origamirisk.com/what-we-offer/compliance/

